Club Sail to Cantler’s
Sunday, July 9th, 2017
Conditions

Sun was bright and it was a beautiful day.
Jan took the helm for Take Luck with a crew of 6 – Wendy, Wendy, Maria, Tina, Rhonda, and Kim
Ann took the helm for See Breeze with a crew of 2 – Robin and Ed
We had 7 on board the cruiser and 3 on the scot.
Spotted dolphins in the Bay on the way out.
Winds were light and variable, and variable they were. We had a couple of good spills of a nice reach but mostly they were at our back and very light. The sail was mostly wing on wing. Go Ann!
Took 5 hours to get to Cantler’s. See Breeze was towed twice by Take Luck. On the way back, winds were 5-10 on a reach, fantastic! We made a lot of headway from Take Luck but soon they would come to our rescue.
Lost the last bit of wind on the return from the South River to Selby Bay. Mike Calabrese had Solar Wind and met up with the same problem. But Jan to the rescue.
Flying Scot Folks – Robin, Ann, and Ed
Thomas Point Lighthouse
Rhonda at the helm of Take Luck
Flying Scot Crew – Ann, Ed, and Robin
We happened on a Scot race at Mill Creek
Wendy taking in the sun
Lost the wind at sunset and needed to be towed
We weren’t the only ones needing a tow. Solar Wind and See Breeze at the mercy of Take Luck